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John Robinson’s  bush jigger in a cutting on the H & M Garden Railway.     Photo: John Robinson 



   With chassis modifications completed, it was 

given a test run to make sure it still worked be-

fore the next stage started. I wonder if the war-

rantee is still valid? But luckily it worked first 

time...phew  

 

   Moving on to the body now, I used balsa wood 

to infill the bottom two gaps on the cattle crate 

and for the roof moulding.  The hardest part was 

doing the canvas canopy. I used two layers of a 

dark grey backing fabric. The first layer was 

glued with PVA to the balsa and Ados F2 

(contact glue) to the plastic parts of the original 

cattle crate. 

 

   Now it was time to practice my sewing and tie 

down the canopy with cotton "rope" onto the 

HO/OO scale track spikes used for tarp hooks. 

And I didn't prick my finger once. The cotton is 

tied off on the inside to get some tension into it, 

which was very tricky.  
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A NZ Bush Rail Truck Conversion 

By John Robinson 

 

   Whilst the Bachmann Rail Truck is a fine 

model and would have been okay as is, I saw the 

possibility to turn in into something like the 

Bush Jiggers preserved at the Bush Tramway 

Clubs Pukemiro Line. See http://www.

bushtramwayclub.com/ for pictures. Their white 

truck has recently returned to service after 5 

years restoration. 

 

   The major modification to the Bachmann 

model was to move the front bogie back 20mm 

and remount it where the screw holds on the 

sump/bell housing plastic moulding. The front 

of the chassis/running board was cut off too 

 

   I shaved a bit off the running board by the cab 

to make sure I had enough clearance once the 

bogie was remounted.  

Balsa wood used to fill holes in the side and top The pivot point for the front bogie was moved back (see 

arrows), and running board ground back  

The shortened chassis, and new front headstock Canopy tied down to body using cotton 
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   The blacksmith then got busy and 

built a radiator protection grill 

from brass angle and a kitchen 

sieve. The bits of brass angle on 

the bench are the braces to go on 

the back of the headstock.  

 

   A scratch built timber jack was 

placed on the headstock along with 

Ozark Miniature nut and bolt cast-

ing, and a light weight rooster 

pocket (towing hook) made from 

cut down brass channel. What's the 

timber jack for? Well to turn the 

Bush Jigger, jack up the front, roll 

bogie back to the centre of gravity/

balance point, lower the jigger, 

turn etc; cunningly simple aye. 
 

   And at the back there is a step 

added. The frame is made from 

brass angle with pins to represent  

coach screws onto the deck frame. 

There is also a rooster pocket here 

too and I've added a ring around 

the tail light lens. 
 

   Yippee, it's finished. I've done a 

bit of light weathering, dry brush-

ing on various Humbrol and Tamia 

colours to give a less than new 

look and given the driver that came 

with the model a bit of a tidy up 

and repaint and he looks much 

more individual now too 
 

I started with this US looking Rail 

Truck And ended up with a Kiwi 

looking Bush Jigger much more to 

my Colonial taste. 

Above: detailed views of the new radiator grill and headstock parts. 

Below: the finished model. 

More photos can be found at:  

http://www.gscalemad.co.uk/forum/index.php?showtopic=4807  



 

   We had perhaps 20 visitors on Saturday with 

perhaps up to 30 on Sunday although not all 

here at the same time. It was great to see three 

7¼ live steamers in action for the most of Sun-

day with two of them running all day Saturday 

too with one still running well after dark. These 

were added to by a neat little Eb loco up from 

New Plymouth, and this little battery electric ran 

all weekend hauling many passengers. My Da 

was also pressed into service and did most of the 

shunting when the Live Steamers were 

cold. It was great fun bringing them 

round to the steaming bays from the 

unloading facilities with the Diesel, and 

even on Sunday morning the Da was 

pressed into service to take two of the 

loco's to the water tower and coaling fa-

cilities before lighting off for another 

great day's running.  

 

   On the G Scale front we had I believe 5 

live steamers including one from Auck-

land, one from Wellington, a couple from 

the Waikato and one from Tirau. In the 

most part they were attended by the cor-

rect style train and without a doubt all 

performed perfectly. Andy brought along 

his steam crane and this was demon-
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Mid Winter Steam Up 09 

By Grant Alexander (Waikato) 

Photos by Chris Drowley (Wellington) 

 

   WOW, and what a weekend it was, with the 

first guests arriving Friday night, and the last 

leaving Monday morning, but I'm getting ahead 

of myself. The forecast wasn't too promising but 

did show an improvement for Sunday over Sat-

urday, but as it turned out both days were better 

than those forecast with Sunday being a real 

pleasant surprise.  

 

Running continued well after dark 

Geoff Hallam’s Roundhouse “Price of Wales” pulling a rake of coaches built from plans supplied as part of a kit set  



Saturday as the weather picked up a lot, the 

GROW boys turned up, and Raynor's now 

famed Garden Railway Soup making a great ad-

dition to lunch. A lot more visitors, and even an-

other 7¼ live steamer all combined to make 

Sunday a great day to remember. By early after-

noon folk started departing as some had a way to 

go, and slowly the weekend wound down till 

just the couple from Wellington remained as 

they were planning on heading home the follow-

ing morning.  

 

   A fantastic weekend, thoroughly enjoyed by 

the hosts and hopefully by the attendee's. Yes 
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strated to a fasci-

nated group of 

onlookers as not 

only was the boom 

and grapple hook's 

motion steam 

powered, the slew 

was too!! Fantastic 

to watch. Alan 

also brought an 

excellent selection 

of his scratch built 

equipment from 

the Paeroa Model 

Railway Display 

and this was set up 

in a Gazebo in 

case of passing 

showers. Alan also 

brought along his 

1/4 scale Rolls Royce and was seen giving rides 

to the kids and the occasional adult in the pur-

pose built trailer. Not without mishap though as 

it tended to be a little unstable with just one full 

size adult passenger on the 7¼" railway's level 

crossing. A sight to behold as Brian slowly went 

A over K as the trailer failed to keep upright.  

 

   Saturday night was a roaring success with 

Pizza's for everyone and plenty of wine flowing. 

Thank you all for your contributions to this 

meal, I'm sure it was enjoyed by all. Following 

dinner a few of the more brave (stupid) of us 

went back outside for a "night run" on the big 

trains and much 

hilarity ensued. 

Most of it I re-

member but can 

someone please 

explain the bruises 

on my leg?? Of 

special note was 

the tremendous 

fire works display 

put on by the last 

remaining live 

steam loco still 

running on Satur-

day night, thanks 

Ben.  

 

   Sunday was 

even better than 

 

John Stevenson came down from Auckland with his live steam “Merlin” 

 

Andy Whyman’s live steam rail bus  ready for a test run  



for all your most appreciated contributions to the 

meals. Without these we simply couldn't hope to 

host such an event.  

 

   Keep the pressure up, see you all again next 

year (if not before).  

p.s. thanks to Chris from 

the Wellington Garden 

Railway Group for being 

the "official" photogra-

pher.  

 

Grant, Donna, Lily & 

Biddy Alexander 

Squirrel Valley Railway 

Cambridge, NZ. 
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we will do this again next year, but maybe a 

week or two later as the rather oversize leaves 

from the Walnut tree did make running the G 

Scale something to be done with appropriate due 

care and attention. Thanks to all who came, and 

 

Lexi Browne(left) with Grants loco, and John Oxlade with his loco 

Chris Drowley’s “Franks S” (fitted with radio control) Another view crossing the viaduct 
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Making Points  

By Dennis Lindsay (Auckland) 

 

   The great part of this hobby is the opportunity 

to build our very own locomotives, freight cars, 

buildings, track and turnouts. I have made all my 

own turnouts because the commercial ones are 

either too expensive or they are the insulated 

frog variety and sometimes they won’t fit into 

the overall desired track line. My preference is 

for the use of a live frog; and they are not as 

hard to construct as they look.  

 

   There is some recent information available on 

point making in the current JUNE 09 edition of 

the GARDEN RAILWAY Magazine; but a web 

site I have found very informative is www.fast-

tracks.net.   This on line information is the prin-

cipal I use and there are up to forty drawings 

available. While they are shown in Ho and O 

scales it is quite easy to blow them up to fit our 

45mm track gauge. 

 

   The information shown formed the basis for 

the jigs used, and once the jigs are made they 

can be used over and over again. Simple materi-

als such as 3mm styrene can be used to check 

for clearances through the frogs and guard rails. 

Rail off cuts can be used for the track gauges. 

 

   For the ties I use trellis battens ripped to 

14mm deep by 10mm wide and the sleepers are 

then pre strained with WATTLE Walnut NGR 

stain. The unprototypical depth of the sleeper is 

to give the nail spikes extra grip in the wood and 

when buried into the ballast they won’t be no-

ticeable. Brass 19mm pins are used and these are 

driven through a 1.5mm hole drilled in the foot 

of the rail. A 1.2mm hole has been pre-drilled 

through the timber tie to stop it spiting. When 

the finished turnout is released from the jig, I 

solder the pins on the underneath with a blob of 

solder to stop them pulling out. 

 

   It’s better to start with a simpler No4 or No6 

size point before starting something more diffi-

cult like a 3 way.  Always remember the first 

one will be the slow one, and then you will get 

faster. So good turnout building. 

Right: Dennis’ 3 way point.   Photo by Michael Hilliar 
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In the Workshop 

Ian Galbraith (Masterton) is building a 1:24 
scale model of the Clogher Valley Railcar #1  

from Northern Ireland. 

 

This is an articulated railcar with a half-cab for 

the driver. Power is by internal combustion en-

gine and rod drive for the two axles under the 

cab and front of the passenger compartment.  

 

The body of the cab and the rear bogie are 

shown in the accompanying photos. Plans of 

each part were drawn the correct size on paper. 

The paper was then glued to the brass and cut 

out. 

 

Bogie: The side frames were cut from 1.6mm 

brass and the axle boxes milled from 3mm brass. 

The bogie stretcher is made up of a 3mm plate 

and 6mm brass rod. The rod has had flats milled 

on it and drilled and tapped for 3mm screws. 

The side frames are attached with 1.6mm dow-

els and 3mm countersunk head screws. A bolster 

was turned up from 25mm brass bar and milled 

to allow for and aft rocking of the bogie. 

Rear bogie parts cut out (below), and assembled (right) 

The cab was flame soldered using a micro tourch  
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Kevin Leigh (Christchurch) has provided these 
photos of some superb hand built NZR 

“chopper” couplings he has made in brass and 

fitted to a pair of Bachmann “Lynn” engines. 

 

The couplings feature working ‘bridles’ and re-

movable pins, just like the real ones. 

He has also hand soldered a removable 

‘transition’ head which can be used to connect 

to Aristocraft couplers (photos at right).  

It is the same style as NZR transition heads used 

to couple to ‘alliance’ couplers on steel car-

riages, steam heat vans and some railcars. 

Your submissions for “In The Workshop” pages can be sent to editor: glen.bren@paradise.net.nz .  

Deadline for each issue is 15th of the month prior. But I am happy to receive submissions at any time, 

and can hold it for the following issue if necessary. 
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Low Cost Wagon Loads - Part 2 

By Wayne Haste. 

   

 

Plastic off cuts and old 

wagon parts were loaded in 

to represent scrap steel. 

 

 

Oil drums, These are made 

from old plumbing pipes 

32mm, found in a rubbish 

bin, cut to size then soaked 

in hot water and detergent. I 

fitted rings and a top made 

of card and painted them to 

represent oil company’s col-

ours. 

(Some Mitre 10 stores sell 

one metre lengths of 32mm 

pipe - Ed).  

 

   

 

Logs from the garden.  

You can’t beat real timber. 

Pick a wood that, when dry, 

is light for the wagons to 

carry. 



The outdoor railway for the Grandkids  
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Wayne’s DR World 

By John Robinson 

 

   Winter’s doing its best to suppress our Garden 

Railway urges but we in the Wellington Garden 

Railway Group have out smarted the weather by 

holding our monthly running afternoon indoors 

at Wayne Haste’s DR themed world. In a 

7mx7m dedicated railway room it’s probably 

bigger and better stocked than a lot of railways 

out in the garden.  

 

   Wayne has done more tweaking on his railway 

since our visit last winter, and a prodigious 

amount of rolling stock scratch building. You 

will have seen pictures of his work in previous 

issues and those pictures don’t do the models 

justice. Probably the only thing to tell Wayne’s 

scratch build models apart from his beloved 

LGB is that Wayne’s models are better, in my 

humble opinion anyway. As far as tweaks to the 

railway the two main ones are experimentation 

with super elevation and, um I cannot think of a 

fancy way to describe um, a small hill. Okay a 

test bed for load testing haulage capacities up 

and down gradients. Nah a small hill. 

 

   The accompanying pictures will illustrate the 

usual mix of guest equipment present as can be 

expected on a running day. What the pictures 

can’t show is the ease of use of Ian Galbraith’s 

Forney that was running under battery power us-

ing Aristo-Craft’s new Revolution Train Engi-

neer control system. I am sure Ian will be doing 

a review on this promising new system in the 

future. 

 

   For a short while we also popped outside to 

look at the small railway that Wayne is building 

for the Grandkids (yeah right). It’s a simple kid-

ney shaped affair with a passing loop and holds 

promise for those long summer evenings once 

the Grandkids are in bed and Grandad needs to 

recuperate. 

 

   It wasn’t our best supported event, it was hard 

leaving the cozy fire at home I’ll admit, but the 

trains and mates were well venturing out for. 

Well I had to say that didn’t I! Thanks Wayne 

and Diana, all up it was a fun afternoon. 

The indoor DR world  

   Another event to note over the past month was 

a successful video evening watching Garden 

Railway and other railway oriented DVD’s over 

a few quite beers, chippies and nibbles on Brian 

Russell home cinema. Well worth organizing 

something like this in your area, thought though 

we can promise all host’s could do such good 

diesel sound track impersonations. I’ve just got 

in from the UK two more DVD’s so we’ll be do-

ing at least one more of these evenings over 

winter. 
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Henderson Model X 2009  

By Michael Hilliar. 

Photos by Michael Hilliar and Carl Busing 

 

   The Auckland’s groups display layout had its 

second outing this year for the regular outing to 

Henderson’s Model X show. This show, held 

over the Queen’s Birthday Weekend, covers a 

large range of the modelling and craft hobbies.  

 

   In the last few years the layout has returned 

from the show to be stored away and only see 

the light of the day again at the next years show. 

Like all layouts, it has mutated 

over the earlier years ending up 

with some unyielding units mak-

ing transport and storage a prob-

lem. 

 

   Now I have had this idea in my 

head for a number of years to re-

build the layout with new ends to 

give a larger radius for the newer 

brands of locos now available, 

and also to pack into sets to help 

with transport and storage. 

 

   At Christmas the Model X 

committee notified me that we 

had the same large space as the 

previous year so the grand idea 

was finally put into construction. 

I planned to have it ready for Auckland G scale 

convention but like all grand ideas we ran out of 

time. At the time of the convention, it was only 

just up to a running stage, even having spent all 

available days since Christmas working on it. 

Once the convention had passed, I gave the re-

build a rest, thinking I still had plenty of time 

before its next outing.  

    

   With a month to go and again with the help of 

Dennis Lindsay more work was done to the un-

derneath of the boards. Strengthening was added 

to take the sag out of the boards 

and setting the legs for height and 

locks added to hold the legs up 

for safe transport. The Sunday 

before the appointed weekend 

Don Oliver turned up with his 

trailer to take the layout away. So 

with a final check the whole 

show was loaded onto the trailer 

and into the car. Nothing more I 

could do now till the Saturday 

but fret. 

 

   Set up was the Friday night, 

and this year was the first time in 

sixteen years that I wasn’t avail-

able to help with the setup. The 

team soon had it all set up in no 

time so all my fretting was 

 

 

Henrik Dorbeck’s train, Alf Williams’ station and people by Hugh Keal  

Henrik Dorbeck chats with the public  
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wasted. There was an ongoing electrical prob-

lem with the points that still hadn’t been suc-

cessfully sorted since its last outing; so a tem-

pory solution was put into place to get the tram-

way track operating. 

 

   I put my appearance in on the Saturday morn-

ing to find the layout perfectly set out and Don 

and Mathew Oliver running it. Mathew, Hugh 

Keal and I nutted our way though this electrical 

problem till we found the source. A micro 

switch had given up, so after a trip up to Dick 

Smiths; Mathew soon had the new one soldered 

in and the layout was now fully operational. 

 

    One person who was noticeable in being 

missing was Ken MacDiarmid. Ken has been 

helping with the exhibition as long as I can re-

member was laid up in hospital having under-

gone a larger heart operation than originally in-

tended. He is now home recuperating, so that’s 

good and we hopefully see him up and about 

very soon. 

   Over the weekend many trains were operated. 

There was a fair crowd of visitors, so hopefully 

all cost for running the show were covered and 

better still some of those who showed interest in 

what we are about follows through. Our layout 

is really considered to be a test track with a bit 

of scenery. It could be a while before the new 

ends get their scenery done but at least it showed 

the regular visitors that there has been changes 

made and it’s not the same as always. The new 

scenery will follow through in the New Zealand 

style with the mainline bridge now being a steel 

plate girder on concrete piers and the tramway a 

low wooden trestle.  

 

   Very soon the Monday afternoon was upon us 

and the 4pm pack up; The layout probably came 

down a lot faster than it went up. It was soon 

packed into its travelling sets and out to the lo-

cated cars and trailer. Within an hour it was on 

its way home another show completed. I thank 

all those helped no matter how small because 

without it our display wouldn’t have happened. 

Mathew Oliver soldering in the new micro switch  Don Oliver Rising the legs of the first base board 

Part of the lego display, which included lego trains   Historic tin-plate trains still running in fine form  
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White Pass Shovel Noses — Model Meets Prototype 

By Werner Grundmann, (Canada) 
 

   Ingrid and I have just came back from Skag-

way. It was every bit as we hoped it would be. 
    

   Lorne, my friend who painted the engines and 

his wife Barbara, came along on the trip. The 

four of us had a great time. 
 

   They gave us a Royal Welcome. The shovel-

noses I build, made quite a splash. As the pic-

tures show, the similarity is more then just coin-

cidence. We took three rail excursions, one with 

the steamtrain, pulled by the #73 , met with the 

president and two of the vice presidents. 
 

   By the time we left after 5 days just about eve-

rybody associated with the WP&YR knew about 

us and the models we had brought. The # 90 

stayed in Skagway. They want to use it for pro-

motional purposes. The # 93 came back with us, 

we need it for the upcoming open houses this 

year, and of course to show it to Ian and Ann 

Galbraith on their visit here in July. 

Lorne (left) and Warner. The model is sitting on the foot 

step between them. 

 

Below: the model version posed on the railhead, with the  

real one parked up in the background.  
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Raynor’s Cartoon 

By Raynor Johnston, 

 Hamilton 

A front view of #93 (the model) and  #93 (the real thing) together at Skagway 
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Club Events and Contacts 

Auckland: 
 

Sunday 19th July. Visit to MOTAT organized by Robert and David Graham.  

August: Michael and Liz Hilliar’s. Hugh Keal intends to do a work shop on making figures for our 
layouts using FIMO plastic modelling clay which is hardened in the oven 
 

Club Contact: Auckland 45mm Gauge Model Railway Group.  

C/- Michael Hilliar, 22 Halver Road, Manurewa, Auckland 2102. Ph 09 266-4745 hilliar@clear.net.nz 

 

Waikato: 
 

Saturday 4th July: Raynor Johnston, 147 Osborne Road, Horsham Downs, Hamilton.   From 10am,        
Working Bee to double track the mainline. Date changed to following weekend if raining. 

Saturday 1st August: Stefan Lipsey, 8 Regent Street, Hamilton. 
 

Club Contact: GROW: Garden Railway Operators of Waikato!  

Grant Alexander, PO Box 1172, Cambridge. Ph 07 823-0059. gscale@clear.net.nz 

 

Wairarapa: 
 

No outdoor meetings during winter. See Wellington meeting date for July. 

7,  8 & 9 August. WBS Model Train Show, Masterton Town Hall.   Help setup and run display. 
 

Club Contact: Wairarapa Garden Railway Group.  

Lloyd Dickens, 55 Titoki Street Masterton. Ph 06 370-3790 Lloyd.dickens@wise.co.nz 

 

Wellington: 
 

Sunday 19th July: (week later than usual) from 1:30pm. Hall meeting, Baptist Church, Tawa.  

7,  8 & 9 August. WBS Model Train Show, Masterton Town Hall.  Help reqd setup and run display. 
 

Please phone John on 0274 427 160 for more details. 

Club Contact: Wellington Garden Railway Group www.culcreuchfold.org.nz/wgrg.htm 

C/- John Robinson, 39 Taylor Terrace, Tawa, Wellington  5028 Ph 04 232 5175 jdmcm.robinson@xtra.co.nz 

 

Christchurch: 
 

Sat,Sun 11&12th July: Timaru Model Railway Exhibition. 

Sunday 16th August: Burwood School Show. 10am - 4pm.    Setup Saturday 15th. 
 

Club Contact: Christchurch Garden Railway Society P.O. Box 7145, Christchurch 8240 

Chairperson: Michelle Leigh.  Email: kevinandmichelle.leigh@paradise.net.nz 

The Garden Whistle is published 

monthly by the Christchurch Gar-

den Railway Society and features  

news  from various G scale clubs 

in New Zealand. 

Each club is a separate identity and 

the contact details can be found 

above.  

Contributions of articles and/or 

photos are always welcome. Pho-

tos should be sent as separate  jpg 

attachments. 

 

Editor: Glen Anthony. 59 Co-

lombo Street, Christchurch 8022. 

glen.bren@paradise.net.nz 

NZ GARDEN RAILWAY CONVENTION 
 

20-21 March 2010 
 

Fernridge School Hall,  Upper Plain Road, Masterton 

 

Contact Ian C Galbraith.   Ph 06 377 3603  

or gardenrailconvention@culcreuchfold.org.nz 

http://www.culcreuchfold.org.nz/wairarapa2010.htm 

WBS Model Train Show 
 

Masterton Town Hall 

8 & 9 August 

 

(help required to setup on Friday  

and operate the display Sat & Sun) 

South Canterbury  

Model Railway Expo 
 

11 & 12 July 2009 
 

Roncalli  College Gym. 

beside the Catholic Cathedral  

on the Timaru by-pass 


